
English Leather Cases
Brand NEW tan leather case with red baize interior £500

Modern leather leg of mutton case, good condition £50

Leather case with brass corners & original Cogswell & Harrison label. 
Nice £200



William Powell & Son leather case with label, needs 2 new ends & handle 
hence price £50

English Leather Cases

Unusual leather case for Muzzle loader, 27” wood, 30” barrels. 
Needs 1 new end & possible reline £150



Gun Makers Cases
Limited Edition Lylvale Express case with combination locks, red velvet 

lining like new £350

Double Leather case with padded velvet lining, leather velcro fastenings, 
choke storage, used but in good condition £400

Perazzi leather ABS case with padded checkered lining, choke 
compartment & original document wallet. Good condition £350



Gun Makers Cases
Perazzi tan leather case with red velvet lining and concealed choke 

compartment. Small brown stain on the front as seen. Good condition £250

WInchester limited edition over & under case with green baize lining & 
concealed choke compartment good condition £100

Beretta leather case with taupe velvet lining, concealed choke 
compartment. Mint condition £250



ABS Cases
NEW Browning black part foam and plastic partitioned interior up to 

32 barrels. 10 available £50 each

Browning black semi auto full foam partitioned interior up to 32 barrels
£40

Browning black foam universal interior up to 32 barrels
2 available 1x £30 & 1x £40

John Macnab foam & plastic partitioned interior good condition £50



Wooden Cases
Wooden deep case with red baize lining which is worn but can easily be 

replaced hence price £30

Wooden case with maroon baize lining with some damage at the barrel end 
& has a choke compartment £50



Various Cases
Tan pvc case with green baize lining, some staining in choke compartment 

hence price £35

Black PVC deep case with mink coloured fur lining, nicely moulded for an 
over & under & a brass plaque for engraving £50

Brown leather case with foam lining, not moulded so will take any gun, 
some staining hence price £15

Black PVC shallow case with red baize lining, not moulded so can be used 
for any make or model gun £15


